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Integrated Talent Management 

for a workforce in motion 



The NTTA – Brief Overview 

1953 1997 2007 2009 2010 Today 

In 2010, NTTA 

completed its 

switch to a 

cashless toll 

system with the 

full conversion of 

the Dallas North 

Tollway, the 

Addison Airport 

Toll Tunnel and 

the Mountain 

Creek Lake 

Bridge. 

The NTTA has 

issued over 2.3 

million TollTags.  

It has over 700 

employees, an 

annual revenue of 

approx. $ 470 

million; operates   

approx. 824 lane 

miles, with 

approx. 126 

additional lane 

miles under 

construction. 

  

 The NTTA 

continues to 

grow! 

The Turnpike 

Act of 1953 was 

passed by the 

Texas Legislature 

creating the 

Texas Turnpike 

Authority (TTA) 

for the purpose 

of building and 

managing an 

expressway 

between Dallas 

and Fort Worth.   

In 1997, the 

Texas Legislature 

created regional 

tollway 

authorities, and 

the current North 

Texas Tollway 

Authority was 

born.  The 

NTTA separated 

from the Texas 

Department of 

Transportation 

(TXDoT) and 

became a distinct 

entity with a 

focus on mobility 

projects in North 

Texas. 

In 2007, Senate 

Bill 792 passed 

during the 80th 

Texas Legislature, 

having a dramatic 

effect on the 

Authority by 

giving it the right 

of first refusal on 

any proposed toll 

road project in 

the North Texas 

area.  

Toll revenues in 

2009 increased 

20% percent over 

2008 revenues. 

The NTTA 

converted 

President George 

Bush Turnpike to 

cashless tolling 

on July 1, 2009, 

making it the first 

major toll 

corridor in the 

United States to 

transition from 

cash to cashless 

tolling. 



Mission, Goals and Objectives 

 NTTA Mission: 

To provide a safe and reliable toll road system, increase value and 

mobility options for our customers, operate the Authority in a 

businesslike manner, protect our bondholders, and partner to meet 

our region's growing need for transportation infrastructure. 

 

 NTTA Goals & Objectives: 

• Customer-driven organization 

• Financially sound and vibrant organization 

• Innovative transportation solutions 

• Respected leader and partner in the region’s transportation network 

• Highly qualified, energized and engaged team 

        o Recruit, develop and retain high-quality people 

        o Recognize and reward performance 

      • Open and honest communication 

        

 



The Evolving Workforce 

Evo·lu·tion:   

 A process of  change in a certain direction. 

 A process of  continuous change from a 

lower, simpler, or worse to a higher, more 

complex, or better state.  
 

 

Synonyms:  

elaboration, development, expansion, growth, progress, 

progression 

 

Antonyms:  

regress, regression, retrogression, reversion 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/


Where is the workforce going? 

Past Present Future 

Lifetime Career 

Degree = Job 

Job Security 

Employee Loyalty 

Homogenious   

        Workforce 

Local Market 

Traditional Worksite 

Relationships 

 

 

 

No Guaranteed     

      Lifetime Career 

Competitive 

      More Degrees  

Talent/Skills Shortage 

Diverse - Global 

Technology Driven 

On-demand 

     Project Based 

     Virtual Teams 

Connectivity 

 



To consider… 

The U.S. Department of Labor estimates that: 

 Today’s learners will have 10 to 14 jobs by age 38.  

According to consulting giant McKinsey & Co.: 

 Nearly 85% of new jobs created between 1998 and 2006 involved 

complex "knowledge work" like problem-solving and concocting 

corporate strategy.  

According to former Secretary of Education Richard Riley: 

 The top ten in-demand jobs in 2010 did not exist in 2004. 

 We are currently preparing students for jobs that don’t yet exist, 

using technologies that have not been invented, in order to solve 

problems we  don’t even know are problems yet. 

 

Five years ago toll collections was  

a manual, staff intensive activity 

Today… it is a sophisticated IT and Financial Function 

 

 



 Legal Definition 

 Generational Point of View 

 Organizational Culture and Fit 

What is Diversity? 



Diversity – Legal Point of View 

 Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VII), prohibits 

employment discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, or 

national origin;  

 The Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (ADEA), which 

protects individuals who are 40 years of age or older;  

 Title I and Title V of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, 

which prohibit employment discrimination against qualified 

individuals with disabilities; and 

 State and local laws - Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity. 

 

 

 

 

 



Why is it important? 
 Compliance – Litigation avoidance 

 Moral duty – Right thing to do, social responsibility 

 Skills Shortage -  Shifting demographics 

 Good Business – Fosters creativity,  and competitiveness: 

 Because they see the world and think about the world differently than you, 

that's challenging.  But by hanging out with people different than you, you're 

likely to get more insights.  Diverse teams tend to be more productive. - Page, 

author of "The Difference: How the Power of Diversity Creates Better 

Groups, Firms, Schools, and Societies. 

 "In high-skill workplace settings, the different ways of thinking among people 

from different cultures can be a boon.  - Scott Page, a University of Michigan 

political scientist. 
 

The creative tensions unleashed by those differences in the workplace propels 

organizations to the cutting edge of the economy and of creative culture..   

 



Diversity – Generations Point of view 

Traditionalists (sometimes called “Veterans”) [born 1900–45] Experienced the war and 

the great depression.  They honor hard work, respect leaders and are loyal to institutions. In 

return, they expected to receive a job for life. Raised on deprivation and duty, most preferred to 

save their money and defer gratification  and rewards, essentially, until retirement.  

Baby Boomers [1946–64]  Had to compete with their generational colleagues for limited 

openings all the way up the hierarchy. Most have advanced political skills and know how to read 

their bosses. Most planned to retire early, or to pursue a second career after retirement. 

Optimists at heart, they seek to make the world “a better place”. 

Generation X’ers (or Nexters) [1965–80] Many were latchkey kids, having to fend for 

themselves after school, and the first to experience divorcing parents and the one-parent family 

in great numbers. They are very resourceful and independent. Having seen over the years 

mergers and downsizing devastate people they care about, they tend not to trust companies or 

the individuals who manage them. “Techno-savvy”; emphasis on career management. 

Millenials (or Generation Y) [1981–99] Some in this group have just recently started 

entering the full-time workforce, while others are in their early thirties. Techno-native and 

realistic, most arrive at the workplace expecting to have input in all decisions affecting their 

work. Millenials grew up immersed in diversity at school, on TV and via the World Wide Web. 

So, they accept working with many cultures, races and lifestyles.  



Why is it important? 

 New generations are on the way 

 Business continuity – Retention 

 Talent shortage 

 Closing window of opportunity to capture experiential learning 

and institutional knowledge of the aging workforce as they near  

retirement 

 

 

 

 



Diversity – Organizational Culture  
 Cultural Fit – Preferences, Expectations, and Values of individuals  

in relation to the existing culture  

   - Organizational Culture Assessment by Cameron & Quinn 

 Clan- Like an extended family. Leadership roles include  mentors, facilitators, 

or nurturers.   Work and success is based on relationships, teamwork, 

consensus, and participation. 

 Entrepreneurial - Dynamic and nimble. People are willing to stick their necks 

out and take risks. Leadership emphasize entrepreneurship, innovation, or risk 

taking.  Work and success is based on individual risk-taking, innovation, 

freedom and uniqueness. 

 Market- Results oriented - A major concern is with getting the job done. 

People are very competitive and achievement oriented. Leadership is no-

nonsense, with a results oriented focus.  Work and success is based on hard-

driving competitiveness, high demands and individual achievement.   

 Structured - Controlled and structured work place. Formal procedures 

generally govern what people do.  Leadership is responsible for coordinating, 

organizing, and ensuring smooth-running efficiency.  Work and success is 

based on security of employment, conformity, predictability, and stability in 

relationships.  

 

 



Why is it important? 

 Turnover avoidance – “Revolving door” 

 Business continuity 

 Better utilization of resources 

 Recruiting 

 On-boarding 

 Training / Ramp-up 

 Learning curve issues 

 Staff issues 

 Customer issues 

 Litigation 

 



Why have a Talent Management 

Strategy? 

Strategy execution typically requires cross-

functional integration, and the active 

participation of  the workforce. 

 

It is people that carry out and ultimately 

accomplish the business strategy. 
 

Getting the right people, in the right seats, 

 and keeping them there, 

 is a prerequisite to successful strategy 

execution. 



Our First Steps… 

 Developed talent related goals and objectives based on the goals 

and objectives of the organization - mission and vision.  Used the 

organization’s goals and objectives to identify talent needs: 

 What are our business and financial objectives? 

 What are our operational needs? 

 What staff  do we need to accomplish our goals, now and in the future? 

 What core competencies, skills, and knowledge are required? 

 Conducted a Gap Analysis: 

 Who is our work force today?  - Demographics, skills, culture 

 Who staying, who is leaving, why are they leaving?  

 Is there a gap between the skills of our current workforce and our needs? 

 Developed an Integrated Talent Management Strategy to attract, 

engage and retain the talent needed to accomplish our goals. 

 

 



Integrated Talent Management Strategy 



NTTA’s Integrated Talent Management 

2009 2010 2011 2012 

Organizational 

Development 

Organizational/HR 

      Assessment 

Human Capital  

      Metrics Reports 

Job Audit 

Culture Survey 

 

Skills Inventory 

Change  

   Management 

 

Core  

   Competency  

   Mapping 

 

Total 

Compensation 

Total Comp - Market  

     Survey 

Comp Guidelines 

Pay for Performance 

Benefits  

     Benchmarking 

Internal Equity  

   Survey  

 

Retirement  

    Benchmarking 

Recruitment Automated  

  Applicant Tracking 

Sourcing Plan 

Performance  

    Benchmarking  

On-boarding Prog. 

Social Network  

    Sourcing 

Retention Survey 

Talent Network 

Training and 

Development 

Training RoadMap 

Automated Training   

TC Staff Develop 

NTTA University 

Annual Training  

     Plans 

On-demand training 

Cross Training  

     Initiative 

Succession  

     Planning 

UPK Library 

Performance Automated Perf.  

  Reviews 

Automated Goal  

      Tracking 

Goals tied to Org.  

     Objectives 

Perform. Measures 

    Calibration 

Open Reviews 

Employee 

Relations 

Disc Training  

     Initiative 

Emp. Recognition  

Supervisor Training 

Employee Survey 

TC RIF – ETC Trans 

Employee  

    Committees 

 

Employee Survey 

HR Self-service 

Social 

Responsibility 

Diversity Awareness 

Records  

    Management Plan 

Diversity  Training 

Celebrations 

 

Inclusion Training Wellness 

   Initiative 



Benefits 

 Proactive 

 Systematic 

 Measurable 

 Focused use of Resources 
 

 



The workforce is undergoing a process of evolution.   

The process of aligning human capital practices 

with the new paradigm is something that will not occur overnight.  

It will evolve overtime  

as attitudes and behaviors change and  

the culture of the organizations adjust accordingly.   

To accomplish this goal  

it is necessary to have a purposeful talent strategy and the  

talent management expertise  

to facilitate this process of transformation.   

 



Questions?… 


